
One agentless integration. 
Three powerful capabilities. 
More bots stopped.
Defend websites, APIs and mobile apps from evasive automated attacks 
with a lightweight platform that is purpose built to perform at scale.

Single integration

Natively plugs into technologies you already 
use, including all major CDNs, WAFs and load 
balancers. One deployment delivers protection 
from day one.

Multilayer detection

Combined patented machine learning models, 
past attack data and threat intelligence to deliver 
trusted protection across every endpoint.

High throughput, scalable

Analyzes billions of signals per second. Ensures 
the busiest and most complex attack surfaces 
are reliably secured in real time.

Fails open

Maintain business continuity. Introduces no 
dependencies on site reliability. Ensures failures 
never block legitimate traffic.

Frictionless for customers

Ultra-low latency. Block bots, not humans with an 
industry-low 0.001% false positive rate.

SOC2 Type II compliant

Enterprise certifications ensure the highest levels 
of compliance standards and data security. 

more bots blocked than competitors signals analyzed daily false positive rate

33x 36 billion 0.001%

Why enterprise businesses trust Netacea



Full protection from bots
Combine protection against ever-evolving automated threats across web, mobile and APIs with a single integration.

Enhancing web security for the world’s most attacked brands

£1 million saved by reducing 
support calls for UK’s largest 
telco

84% reduction in web requests 
after removing bots for $100bn+ 
US retailer

£1.4 million in monthly fraud 
savings for Europe’s biggest 
grocery loyalty scheme

Why Customers Choose Us

Agentless, self-managing

Protect websites, APIs and apps with 
a single, dynamically updated, edge 
integration that is invisible to attackers.

Trusted defensive AI 

Block bots, not humans. Highly 
accurate hands-free detection 
automatically blocks more bots than 
traditional solutions.

Specialist bot intelligence 

Visualize live incidents in real time, 
understand business impact and get 
forewarning of the planned attacks.

Scalping

Fake Account Creation Carding Loyalty Point Fraud

API AttacksCAPTCHA Bypass

Account TakeoverCredential Stuffing Scraping

Automate your bot protection today with Netacea

Start blocking unwanted bot traffic today 
Visit Netacea.com to book a demo


